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NOVEMBER 3(\, 1972

BRIOOEWATER STATE COLLEGE

VOL. LII NO. 12

What Future for
Campus Radicalislll?

Tennpaper Firms

Win Round,
But Future Looks Dismal

a decade has passed since the first epithets educational reform movement must come to grips if it is fV
were exchanged in what became the campus succeed.
Neither of the two major modes of educational reform
rebellions of the 1960's. From its beginnings,
Bo s t on (AP)
The Murray said in his ruling:
there was general agreement that some changes which have predominated in the last few years has dealt
"Student cheating and
were needed in American colleges and universities. Student satisfactorily with the relationship between higher education government has failed in one
attempt to put four Boston area plagiarizing is nothing new, and
radicals would not have had the support they did (and and the needs of corporate capitalism; though for very
faculty and administration would· not have felt so guilty or different reasons. This failure explains their failure.
term paper companies out of perhaps it is simply a sign of the
defensive) if archaic institutions and practices bad not been
business, but the future for the times that these once more or
in need of considerable change.
approach involved reform from below, popu- firms still does not look bright. less clandestine activities are
Now that the turmoil has subsided, what happened?
lar pressure from students and faculty to win
Judge Frank J. Murray now being aided and abetted by
What changes were made? How much effect have the atdemands, such as ridding a school of a noxious denied a motion in U.S. District competitive commercial·
practice, trying to develop new forms of educatempts at change had?
Court on Monday in which the enterprises openly operating in
The most significant change has been an attitudinal one. tion, or self-governance. Reform from below has provided
government, representing the the 1,;.arketpJace.
Younger faculty members who completed graduate school some of the most stimulating educational experiences in
"These are deplorable'
and started teachin~ during that decade will have a diffi- recent years. Sit-ins were a fascinating education for many, Postal Se rvic-e , had requested a
cult time being totally conventional, whatever else happens including college presidents and policemen. Experimental court order halting' delivery of· developments. Their eroding
effect on our educational system
to them. Social scientists who kept their eyes and ears open colleges and programs, including "free" universities, became the firms' mail.
Murray said sale of term is a matter of grave concern and
simply had to discard conventional theories about Amer- for a time the focus of many individuals' lives. The whole
ican politics, and teachers of every subject could no longer atmosphere of the 1967-70 period, in fact, was orie of papers to college students "is should not be tolerated."
ignore the faces that had a habit of appearing from time exploration and discovery, ct!ntral to any meaningful edu- indeed a shabby business," but
Defendants'in the suit were
cational experience.
to time in their classrooms.
he said a civil suit was the wrong Champion Term Papers, TermBut reform from below continuously faced a paradox .. way to stop it. Had the Papers Unlimited and Academic
Similarly, students are not quite the same. Those who
have suggested that students are returning to the 1950's for Bv confining itself to a university and ignoring tbe higher government attempted to take
Research Group, /tIl of Boston,
their inspiration are just hoping. That decade was character reality of political and economic power in Arne-rIca, a
criminal action by charging the and International Tenn Papers,
ized by a general fear of change and an acceptance of the student movement could rally support on the campus, but
companies w"ith devising schemes Inc., of Waltham.
rules. American students in 1912 may no longer be demon- it could never attack the cause of the specific problem which
"to
defraud," Murray· said the
In a separate case, Judge
strating, but it is because they are overwhelmed by so much resulted in the disturbance t because that layoff campus.
case
might have ended Harry Kalus issued an injunction
"End the war"-but the war was being made elsewhere.
that is wrong and paralyzed by too many rules to break.
Although attitudes have most definitely changed, insti- "orr racism"-but the racism of the university.is part and differently.
on Oct. 26 in Suffolk Superior
Frederic Kellogg, an Court enjoining nine Bostoh-area
tutions, interestingly enough, have not. Most of the prac- parcel of the racism which pervades American society.
tices denounced by radicals-impersonal· education, inegali- "Provide decent education"-but it is precisely the corporate assistant U.S. attorney) said term'paper companies from.
tarian decision making, making Wars on campus, channeling needs and class stratification of America which prevents Tuesday he planned to appeal selling their products to
-still continue at nearly all schools. Educational ferment, the creation of a decent education for all but a few.
Murray's ruling which denied his students.
in other words, has changed the way people think about
On the other hand, if a student movement did look off motion, and he said U.S.
Kalus said the companies'
education, but it has not changed education.
campus for the source of the problem-and many of them Attorney James N. Gabriel was
business
is "tantamount to
We can understand the limitations of educational reform did-the question then arose, Why a student movement? considering filing a criminal
aiding
and
abetting in the.
more clearly once we appreciate the crucial role that higher Once one's analysis held that the root of the problem was complaint in the same case.
utterings of forged documents."
education plays in maintaining American capitalist society. in First National City Bank or the Pentagon, there was
Of the case itself, Judge
The American economy is run for private profit, which little justification for occupying the college president's
means at all times a few make fortunes and have power at office. Yet such movements tended to remain on campus,
the expense of everybody else. Those others may at times since they were student-initiated.
get paid comfortably for their exploitation, but the fact is
There are ways out of these dilemmas, but· they .require
that they are exploited no matter how much they are paid. clear thinking about strategy and tactics. Since th~ univerFor a system to perpetuate itself when its benefits are sHy in America is so highly politicized, movements which
limited, it must convince people that the preservation of the attack its political functions directly might properly be
system is in their OWn best interest, when actually, of the focus of radical agitation.
course, it is not. Education, including higher education, has
Open admissions, for example, challenges the exclusionary
taken on this difficult, if not impossible, function in Amer- function of education. Creating a black, or women's, or
ica. But because higher education deals specifically with working-class studies program is an attempt by people to
advanced knowledge, it takes on other political functions as take back a culture which has been taken' from them, in
~ell: tra.ining workers, educating an elite to rule, providing part .by the universi~y. Reforms like these are signific~nt Tuesday, night, November 28, Drugs. This booklet would exwain
mformatIon and knowledge to the rulers to pursue their and Important, but I.t took a· few years.
self-defea.tmg the Student Senate confl'rmed the some scientific facts about drugs
policies, including war and repression. Higher education in
d
f th
1t
f A
ep~ 1 ICS 0
mencan appointments of the first three and discu~s some of the legal
America is enormollsly politicized, a fact with which any ref~rm. base on an Ignorance 0
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.so.c.le.ty~,.t.o.;.pr.od_u.ce_th.e.m•._
con t page
Student Judges to serve on the matters concerning them. The
Student Court.
They are Ann issue was sent to the subcommittee
, Courtney, a senior English major, of the .senate w~ich deals with
Tom Hickey. a junior Psychology EducatIOnal AffaIrs .. The senate
major, and Jim Maddock, a junior also ,discussed s:nding a letter to
El. Ed. major..
Presldent RondIleau expressing
The SGA President Kevin the students disapproval of his
Each year, for six weeks of tnt:
Preston, annpunced the' ap- decis~on concerning the Language
The students loured La Mancha
gamous Torremolinos Beach.' in
summer, Augustana College in
pointments of Coleman Walsh ReqUlrements. The letter to be
for two days visiting all the ineach
city
the
group
was
acHock Island, Illinois, offers to
Brad Manter and Norman J. Nu~ sent pointed out resident Ronteresting places related to Cercommodated in deluxe hotels with
studenta in the United States and
to fill the re~aining vacancies on dileau's contradictions in coming
vantes and Don Quixote. They also
excellent
food.
At
night,
students
Canada an opportunity to study in
visited Salamanca and Burgos as
the court. Mr. Presto~ also an- 10 his decision. The senate also
often
went
to
the
old
parts
of
the
Spain.
a part of their assignments. Sixty
nounced the appointment of Curtis men.tioned the possibility of
cities in horsedrawn carriages.
Last slimmer the program
students made a four day tour to
Caldweld as Chief Justice. These makmg an appeal to the Board of
To
complete
the
excitement
of
this
began on June ;m. The 10:1 students
still need to be confin;"ed by the Trustees on this issue. This letter
Santiago de Compos tela _and Leon.
lour, some students crossed the
from
25
states
,
Cuba,
Once or twice a week a group
Senate before they become of- will be released to the press as
straight
of
Gibraltar
and
spent
one
Canada,Haiti, Mexico, the Virgin
ficial
800m as the final draft is finished.
trip was scheduled to visit such
day in Tangier, Africa, (To acIslands, and Puerto Rico
historical places as Valle de los
Cu'rtis Caldwald, upon conSenate Presdient, ~ill Morse,
company
the
entire
tour,
lectures
representing
49 colleges and
cafuus, ;:,eg-ovla, .J:!.iJ l!,;SCOnaf,
firmation of the senate, will announced the appomtment 0(_
were
given
in
each
place
of
universities flew to Madrid where
AVIla, Tofedo, IVfuseo oer Practo,
become
the
leader
of Mike Travis as Press Secretary.
historical interest.) When the tour
the Director of the program, Dr.
Palacio Real, etc. Tstudents fouBridgewater's first Student Court. Mike Tr~vis, a se?ior Ele~entary
was
over
in
the
South,
the
group
Doreste, met them.
nd, however, that they had more
He is a senior Sociology major Educal.lOn"!ajOr,. Will
be
returned to Madrid for two days
The students lived and attended
than enough time to do see and
from Roxbury, Mass.
He is responsIble f?r mf?rmmg the press
where
parties
of
farewell
were
classes at. the University of learn whatever they ch~se. '
President of the Organization of of the senate s actions. The senate
given.
Madrid.
The
living quarters
As a part of the program, a trip
AfrO-American Students and is a felt thaUhe student body was not
Plans
are
already
in
progre~s ,
consisted of one room per student.
was scheduled to visit su
.!D,ember riiI.c:. the football and well informed of what the SGA was
for the 9th Summer School
The dormitory had its own private
As a part of the program, a trir:
basketbalF>{ems.
doing. It. was thought that some
Spain,
1973.
All
persons
interested
swimming pool and tennis and was taken to southern Spain. As a
The
senate
is
expected
to
act
on
students
were not eVen aware of
should contact Dr. A. Doreste,
basketball courts. The academic group they a ttended a flamencc
these appointments next Tuesday the Student Book Exchnage , the
Augustana
College,
Rock
Island,
program was conducted by native dance, Moroccan night clubs, and
Dec. 5.
' New Constitution and the Day Care
Illinois, 61201, for co plete inSpanish professors from the visited famous cities like Cordoba,
Also discussed atlast Tuesday's Center, which are three major
formation.
University of Madrid and Aberican Granada, Malaga and Sevilla.
meeting was the possibility of steps already taken by this year's
institutions.
They also spent two full days at the
making available a booklet on SGA.
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FIRST STUDENT JUDGES
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SUlnlller School In Spain
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:etters to
the Editor
A SAD COMMENTARY ON
C INTELLECTUALISM

This letter is to call attention to
SU program committee and
students of Bridgewater State
,llege on a recent decision
ncerning the production of an'
era here at BSC.
In the last, issue of the "Coment", three members of the SU
'ogram Committee commented
the fact that there were only
ty-seven people who attended
e Sandor Vancour lecture. I
)uld like to quote from that ar!le: "If only one person came
ld felt that a lecture, a concert, a
ovie, or any other event was a
orthwhile experien e, then we
ould feel we had successfully
lfilled our obligation to the
lmpus."
This same program committee,
ho supposedly holds this
lilosophy, turned down the opJrtunity to present an opera here
Ir the reason tha t there would not
~ a worthwhile interest shown by
Ie students. I say that if only one
~rson came and felt that an opera
as a worthwhile experience then
would feel that the program
ommittee would have sucessfully fullfilled its obligation to
le college community.
II think that the SU Program
:ommittee shows a definite inonsistency. This is a sad comlentary on cultural and intectual
ppeal of certain members of the
'rogam Committee!
~
~

Regretfully,
Marion E. Durken
Michael L. Travis
:>.8.

The above represents a perional viewpoint and is not to be
~onsidered the opinion of the entire
~horale Society.
Po all Senior elementary education
najors.'':'...·~.. ",'!. ,
,We want you to know that Mr.

i don not consider it just that a
student of another dept.; who has
had by the time of his, student
leaching assignment, 33 credits
towards his major; should have to
student teach in the field of history
or any other discipline. Not oolu is
the student not f.ully competent to
t each in other fields, but if he had
wanted to teach something else he
would have changed his major.
I don not speak of an isolated
incident (which would be excusable as a mistake), but rather
of a situation ha has occurred in
the past, and is at this time affecting a no. of students. I know
right now of at least two cases
where history students are student
teaching georgraphy clases. What
this means is that the feography
major (or whoever else is affected), who looks for a site to
student teach next quarter is told
"Sorry. but we don't like a class to
have two student teaches in succession, and we hflve a history
major teaching geography now".
This means that the geography
major will have to teach courses
other that those in his own field,
like a left over history class
<ironic? )
I realize that teaching opportunities are scarce and when a
p~son graduates I don't
blane
him (or her) for accepting any job
they can get. I also realize that
there is a large supply of student
teachers in the field of history and
granted history majors will have
to eat too. But what about the rest
of us. We certainly didn't tell all
thes'e people to major jn history. If
the dept. of history can ' not
adequa tely place the no. of
students they have, then why don't
they simply set a limit on the no. of
students they admit.
Very simply my complaint is
that I can't understand why the
history dept. allows its student to
stdent .teach in fields tey are not
competent' in, while the next
student (a geograllhy majo~) wo
,'comes along has fo take the left
over

history' courses

that

AI the last Food Service
Committee meeting representatives from Pope Hall asked a
question regarding a 15 meal
plan! or 5 day meal plan) as an
alternative from the 21 meal plan
(or 7 day mea) plan). For those
people who are not aware this
matter was discussed last May by
representatives of Interstate
United and the Food Service
Committee. The following should
explain the situation; during the
contract negotiations prices were
quoted for a 5 day meal plan and a
7 day meal plan, the difference in
in price initially 40 cents p r wiil or
$5.60 per' semester , at the conclusion of negotiations the cost
difference to the student was only
$2.080 per semester. The cost
difference was so slight that the
student representatives chose s
single meal plan or the 7 day meal
plan. Their reasoning was that if a
student stayed on campus for only
one weekend day out of the whole
semester it was still to his advantage to have 7 day meal plan.
Because the contract for the
me sent academic yoar was agreed
~pon and signed' last May the
ma t ter must remain closed until
April or May of 1973 when the
negotiations will commence on the
food service contract for the
academic yyar of 1973-1974. If
there are 'still questions concerning this matter and others as
will please do not hes\tate to call
or see me personnally.

the

3aker of the Placement Office is history major didn't want. ex: 3
llive and well and
living in classes must be taught, why doe,s
the history major teach 2 history
\rgentina. If you want to see Mr.
3aker, the best way to get into the and 1 geography, when there were
'
?lacement Office to~ee him is to other hisroryclasses open. '
Another question to be con:Hsguise yourself as a window
sidered, is who supervises these
Nasher. In fact, disguise yourself
history students on their student"
:l.S anything else but a student
teaching? Someone from their
)ecause he refuses to see them.
\11 Seniors going out
third, owndept? a person qualified in the
warter, don't worry - they will let subject ma ter being taught? or a
history prof. who wants to see th
yOU know where you are going in
:,he spring! To, those who went out history major get a job regardless .
:irst quarter, they will announce of the no. of'coursep .the student·,
has had in the particular field?
..vhere you went next week!!!
If a student was caught using
To all Freshmen elementary
another person's exam to better
:!ducation majors: If you want to
his own grade on a history exam, I
,know where you are going to do
would not blame the teacher for
your Senior training, start asking
chastising the unethical student.
now - maybe you'll find out by the
Now make your own analogy
lime you get your Ph. D.
between this case and the situation
To all those who· go to the office
I have been writing about. Maybe
and come across the obstacle of
was right and the end does justify
Mrs. Miller, just say a prayer and
the means, but that is up to
she'll go away, or enter singing
everyone to decide for himself. As
"Onward Christian Soldiers".
for me, all I can say is : HISTORY
We have already attended two
DEPT don't talk to us about
lectures given by Mr. Baker and
ethics!
_
we are still waiting for him to say
a concerned geography TI1ajor
something. As soon as he says
anything important, we will type it
out with a new l'ibbon with clean
letters on our typewriters keys.
Love,
Happy Second Semester Senior
On December 6th, 7th, and 8th
Trainees?'???
from 9-4 in the Student Union Lobby
recruiters from the Peace Corps
I hereby submit a formal
will
be tat~ing to students who are
complaint regarding the ludicrous
interested in the opportunities
and incompetent way in which this
institution is handling the subject available in this field.
The Peace Corps is looking
of student teaching.
I find it impossible to com- especially for Biology, Chemistry,
Ma tho and Ecology majors to
prehend the logic (or lack of logic)
behind this placement of student supplement their increased
technological development.
teachers.
enMy specific complaint is aimed Volunteer Fields would
a l the dept of History. I have no compass such things as teaching,
with
fovernment
personal grudges or prej~dic~s working
against that dept, but I f~nd. It organizations and research.
Qualifica tions include being 18
impossible to ignore the eXIstmg
situation. I want it to be perfectly years old, possessing some useful
clear thal ny orlly bone of con- skill or trade and willingness to '
tenlion with the' aforementioned make a 2 year commitment to
dept. is in that they are assigning helping others.
If you are thinking of this
their student teachers, in a manner
organization
as a possible avenue,
t hat I feel is infringing upon the
rights of students of another stop by and see the recruiters on
the above stated dates.
department.

-----

Peace Corps

Signed
Bill Miller
Food Service Director

Faculty Book/air
in a Truck
We have arranged a BOOKFAIR
with the Coilege Marketing Group.
They display about 2500 books
from the following publishers:
Aidine
Atherton
Atheneum
Beacon Press
Cambridge Univ. Press
Farrar, Straus & Giroux
Glendessary Press
Harvard Univ. Press
Hill nad Wang
Indiana Univ. Press
National Press'
Porter Sargent
Princeton Univ. Press
Quadrangle
Addison Wesley
Crofts Classics
Schocken
Winthrop
Boyd and Fraser
Intext
Van Nostrand
Xerox
Pearon Publishing
Penguin
Pergamon Press
ABC-CLIO Press
Frederick Ungar
Grosset & Dunlap, Inc.
Urban Press
Brigham Young Univ.
Crown publishers
Bogden & Quigley
Abingdon Press
U. of Nebraska Press
Universe Books
U. of Illinois Press
Wiff 'N poof
'
Univ. of Texas Press

Morrow
Chandler
G & C Merriam Compo
Urban Institute
Hawthorn Books, Inc.
Westminster Press
Professional Educators
Gulf publishing
Avon BOOOKS
Macmillan
Hennesse and lngall
M.S.S.
Schenkman
Fortress
Chain Store Pub. Corp_
U. of ,ass Press
Halsted Press
Houghton Mifflin
Horizon Press
Duxbury Press
F.E. Peacock
State Univ. of NY Press W
Warner Paperback Library
The books are displayed in a
heated truck and arranged by
college courses to make it easy for
you to browse. Many of the titles
you would like to consider for
adoption can be sent on a complimentary examination basis, but
not all of them.
The
asterisks
in die te
publishers for whom most of the
titles are displayed with selected
titles on display from the others.
We hope you will make a note of
the time and place and go see if
you like this method of keeping
informed about what is being
published.
_
The Bookfair will be held in the
Text Book Annex of the
Humanities Building on Tuesday,
December 12th from 9:3Q to 4:30.

'EXCIT1NG
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Nixon Mines Boston Harbor

EDUCATIONAIj

(reprinted from tfie~ Eowell Tech Text'}

(UPS) WASHINGTON, D.C. - The long aw~ite,9·~sfa~tion;.QL
the Nixon-Massachusetts cold war became a reality ye~terdayw:ith
the mining of Boston Harbor. I.n an unprecedented move Nixon'
Are you tired of the traditional
ordered
the mining of Boston Harbor with travel clearance granted
classroom approach, of most, of
to the Boston Naval Shipyatd only. "
", .. "",",~.
"
BSC's courses? : Would' you like the
Nixon's move to mine the harbor has been anticipated ever since
opportunity to do creative work or
the 1972 Presidential Election. It had been reported that Jackie
independent study Jor credit in an
area that interests'You',? I(you-are
Onasis' yacht, and Ted Kennedys' sailboat had been making frequent
a second semester sophomore or trips in and out of·the harbor. Nixon emphasized the fact that this
forst semester junior with a 3.0
was not a move to escalate the cold war, but rather an attempt to
Q.P.R. you are eligible for the
unify the entire country. The mining of the harbor was a last resort
Honors Program at BSC. Sucafter Nixon discovered that Spiro was not eligible for governor of
cessful completion of 6 hours, of
the state.
credit under this program enables
All eyes at this point are turned on the little ship of Seargent
you to graduate with in your field
() study. Interdepartmental work Schriver which is currently sailing towards the harbor. Sources close
to the president say that this is a confrontation he hadhoPe9 to'
is encouraged.
Students interested in par- avoid, but added that he would not yield to the tiny sailboatfrorn'
ticipating in this program should Hyannis.
contact their department chairAmbassador McGovern deplored the action stating that Nixon
man as soon as possible. If your
had moved the conflict onto the verge of all out war. It is reportetf
department does not have an
that Nixon's move was a direct result of ambassador McGovern's
organized honors program, individual arrangments can be made earlier statement that Massachusetts would not tum draft evaders
over to federal authorities. McGovern also stated that he would not
if you take the initiative! If you
enforce
the death penalty for drug abusers in Massachusetts asNixon
have any questions, see Professor
Sheinfeld of the English Depart- has done in all the other states of the union. McGovern said today,
"this outrageous move by' Nixon is even worse than is efforts of last
ment in the Humanities Building.
week when he decreed that all nuclear wastes in the country shall
now be dumped in Massachusetts.
,
I
'Ambassador McGovern was also very outspoken on the
I
additional trade and travel restrictions which had been placed on
I
Massachusetts. Outside industry is still forbidden to trade with
Come to the SNEA' Massachusetts, and Massachusetts travel visas to other states have
been reduced to lh of Vz of ~ of I % of the entire population of
Massachusetts.
Open Education
In happier news, General Seargent announced today that the
State Police had recaptured the Mass. Pike, and were currently
Conference
engaged in heavy fighting to regain control of portions of 495. This
victory is VIewed as a key military victory for the state. Nixon t~oops
~till hold Mount Manadnock, but it is reported that they still can't
figure out what to do with it.
Thurs ... Nov. 30

------------DO IT

Fri.-

Dec. 1

Sat.

Dec. 2

Under New Management

THECOIJAEGIAN SUB SHOP.

Saturday
.Workshop Sessionsl
I

I

:L____________
S.U. Ballroom I:

, Free delivery to all
dorms on orders of
$4 or more.
call 697-9554
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Prices Sink

EUROPE: For Less
Job opportunities in Europe this
summer ... Work this summer in
the forests of Germany, on construction Austria, on farms in
Germany, Sweden, and Denmark,
in industries
in Fl'3nce and
Gel'ma ny, in hotels in Switzerland.
Well there are these jobs
available as well as jobs in
Ireland, England, Gli'rance, Italy,
and Holland are open by the
consent of the governments of
1hese countries to American
university students coming to
Europe the next summer.
For
several years students made their
way ac;oss the Atlantic through
A. i~.s. Sl'l'vicc to lake part in the
aetunl life of the I)Cople of these
countries.
The siccess of Ihis
project has caused a great deal of
enthusiastic interest and support
both in America and Europe.
Already, many students have
made application for next summer
johs.
American-European
St udenl Service (on a non-profit
basis) is offering these jobs to
students for Germany,
Scandinavia,
England,
Austria,
Switzerland, France, Italy, and
Spain. The jobs consist of forestry
work child care work (females
only), F ARM WORK, HOTEL
WORK
(limited
number
available), construction work, and
some other more qualified fobs
requiring more
specialized

As Skiing
Spreads

training.
The purpose of this program is
10 afford Ihe student an opportunity 10 get .Into real living
coni act with the people and
customs of Europe. In this way, a
concrete effort can be made to
team sonelhing of hfhe culture of
[~ur()pe. In return for his or her
work, the student will receive his
or her room und hoard, plus a
wage, However, stUdent should
keep in mind that they will be
wOl'ding on the European economy
and wages will natmally be scaled
accordingly, The working conditions (hours, sagety, regulations,
Just think what your head will
lega I
protect ion, word per- be like after the holidays ... Betmits )will he strictly controlled by ween wxams and parties, you're
the labor ministries of the coun- going to owe it to yourself to get
tries involved.
away for awhile. For just 175
In most cases, the employers bucks, here's a way to do it.
have requested especially for
Look at the List below to see
American students. Hence, they what you're getting for your
are particularly intereted in the money, then divide by the eleven
student and want to make the word days you w II be gone to figure out
as interesting as possibel.
the cost per day. Surprised? Make
They are all informed of the a decision and fill in the Coupon
intent of the program, and will (available a t the director's office
help the student all they can in in the sm and send it with a 425.00
deriving the most from his trip to deposit to Paragon.
Space is
Europe.
limited so deposits are due by the
Please write for further in- end of November (first come, first
formation and application forms served).
Final payments by
to; American-European Students December 20.
Day by day
Service, Box 34733, FL 9490 Vaduz, itinerary sent on request.
Liechtenstein (Europe).
*Round trip Transportation by
deluxe lavatory equipped climate
controlled motor coach
*AIl accomodations - basis 4 to a
room
*10 nights at ski resorts and

GO ON A SNOFARI
fabulous downtown hotels
"'Total of six days of skiing with
lift. tickets provided at ragged
mountain
and
Whaleback
Mountain. Free Novice Slopes at
La Caleche
"'Total of 15 me Is provided
*Complete sightseeing tour of
Quebec City
"'Complete Sightseeing tour of
Montreal
'1< Evening
activities a t ski
resorts - Rock bands, Apres ski
fondue parties, etc.
*Free big Province of Quebec
guide book
*Free ski insurance and student
accident and baggage insurance
*Personally escorted by a
member of the Paragon Staff
This trip is being sponsored by
the StudenLUnion.in conjunction
with Paragon Tours'adn will take
place January 2 through January
12.

. Doshydanya

Most of us by now are aw",re of
the benefits derived from natural
living and Ol~gap;:-unprocessed
foods.
Finally; something is
happining this winter for the
. natural sport enthusiasts: cross
country skiing.
Folks
are
no
longer
automatically responding to the
flagrantly gaudy show biz atmosphere of the Ski Industry. No
bonger are we forced to queue up
to the ski shop cash counters and
resorts with open check books. It
is now possible to completely
outfit yourself in skis. boots, and
poles for the cost of a medium
priced ski boot. We now have. a
real alternative in winter sports
activity.
As early as 4,000 years ago, we
found man getting about on skis.
Today, skiing across hill and dale
is the passion of millions of
Scandinavians and now is being
discovered by the sedate
bUSinessman,
the
confined
housewife, grandma and grandpa,
brother and sister - the entire
family.
With a minimal investment of
two hours of instruction, almost
anyone who can walk can actually
participate. in this exhilarating'
winter sport. Kicking and gliding
effortlessly
and gracefully
through forest glade, flopping
down now and then into the
powdery snow to nio off you bota
bag and dig it is the essence of this
sport .

Hungry
:,.

, ";.

..,

~

See, Y a Late.r I!,:
A little 1m ot 1:38(; is presently Fisheri~s) and an international
sailing across the Atlantic Ocean quota WIll be set ~o p~event further
on board. the Soviet Research danger and extmctIOn to many
Vessel, Blesk. The BSC Russian species in our coastal w~ters..:., .
Members of the Russian Club,
Club made a· farewell visit to
Woodshole Mass. where the ship in addition to souvenirs, exhad been d~cked for two weeks. As changed names and friendships
a token of friendship the Russian with many of the Soviet, seamen.
Club gave the seamen a BSC beer Although the conversatIon~ were
mug and some other little s~mewh?t choppy, the feelmgs of
souvenirs to take back with them fnendshlp seemed clearly unto' Russia.
derstood.
And as the Blesk
Blesk had been working along departed for it's trans-Atlantic
our seacoast in a joint effort with voyage it was quite apparent that
the American Albatross IV in many of the seamen had made
making scientific studies of the lasting friendships as .they, all
fish along the eastern coast of the gathered at the end of theIr ShIP to
They were ab- y~ll in. unison,."G?od-bye." .And
United States.
serving why so many species of "':lth a httl~ heSitatIOn, bu.t qUIte a
fish are suddenly becoming ex- bIt of emotion, those wavmg from
tinct. The data which they have the
dock
yelled
back
d n a .l "
compiled will be given to the IC- "D os byay
NAF (the International Convention of North Atlantic BY Gail Berman

Bear??
TO CONNETICUT
ACU-J Regional Tournament
will start Wednesday, December
6th. The deadline for signing up
for the Campus Tournament is
Sunday, D~cember 3rd at midnight. Competition will be held in
Table Tennis (men and women,
singles and doubles) Billiards
(men and women) and Chess.
Details are on the Game Room,
Bulletin boards.
The Campus
Tournament winners will win a
trophy plus room and board expenses, as well as transportation to
and from the Regional Tournament site (Central Conneticut)
on February 9 and 10.
If you have any questions, see
Mr. Monteiro.

[=~< ----~--GOTSHALI~-'-l
I
I
l, If•• tllt.lt.
49 Broad St. Bridgewater
'I

" .:ttTiii.,
I
IH..:.
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COLD WEATHER
FOOTWEAR

I

FOR MEN AND WOMEN

I

~tompers

I
I

I

I

insulated hiking shoes waffle
water proof footwear
warm lIned
desert boots I
It_--="_..c::>o_.
"..,_,---.c=-_,.,....KJI'"><>C'~~
___._. ....,....-_.- - - - ,
_ll _ _ _ _ _

lDok At The Grants Snack Bar
Delicious Menu

WIN A TRIP

· -I
· .~
;A->(!)peCla

i

E veryuay
.-1~ ...
",

-Mon. • SHRIMP BONANZA $1 99 \
Tues. • STEAK DINNER $1 99 :
Wed. • crAM DINNER
$13~
Thurs.- CHICKEN DINNER$159
Fri.- FISH DINNER
$13~
Sat. -. SHRIMP BONANZA
or CHICKEN DINNER
AU yOU CAN EAT.!
YOU1LBE EXTENDED AN OFFER
FOR SEC'ONDS !
(A Note From The BSC BearLet's not spoil-a good thing! No
contests .please - Keep it to
seconds and thirds)

GRAN'I'S SNACK BAR
CAmpus Plaza
"Hte. 18 • Bridgewater
Open Mon... Sat. 9:30 .. 9:30

MOBIL SERvICE CEN'I'ER
52 Summer St.
Bridgewater Tel. 07-9801
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Where we've been ...
Where we are ...
Where we're going ...

The Bridgewater State Coll(~ge
IJramu
Club
will
present
AlVU;IHCA; A FAMILY PORTit A11' Thursday through Sunday,
December 7,8,9 und start at 8:15
pm. This production is a series of
one-act plays staged in the arena
style. They are THE HAPPY
.JOllHNEY TO CAMDEN AND
THENTON by Thornton Wilder,
SOMETHING I'LL TELL YOU
1'UESIM Y by John Guare, and
BHINGING IT ALL BACK HOME
hy Terrence McNally. Discussing
the three
plays, the director,
Professor Robert Friedman, has
observed that the family can be
sais to be a morro):, of society.
Thus, these three plays of
American family life reflect
changing social and emotional
American atUtuf\es from the late
20's up to the present. Although
paeh of the plays reflects a part kular t me and a particular vision
of America, obviously each one

views Ameican society from a
different -- even conflicting -perspective. One vision holds to
t he belief thal inherent in
American fabric is compassion,
idealism and faith in democratic
ideal. Its opposite is cynicism and
alienation, filled with bitter- ness
and despair. Both visions have
persisted side by side since
America was born,
Taken
together then. these plays
represent a compsite portrait and
if you would like to know where
we've been, where we are, and
possibly where we're going, then
you may reserve tickets or obtain
them at the door.
Tickets are $1.00 for students
and $2.00 for non-students. For
reservations call 697- 6161, ext. 247.
Reserved tickets will be held until
7 :45 pm on the night of the performance.

CAST LIST
TilE HAPPY HOURNEY TO
CAMDEN AND TRENTON by
Thornton Wilder

The
THE STAGE MANAGER
MA KIRBY
ARTHUR
CAROLINE
PA KIRBY
BEULAH

GARY GENARD
ANN BRITTON
PAUL LONG
SUSAN LAWLER
FREDF'ULLERTON
MAHY CHRISTINE KENNEY

MARSHALL BALLOU DAVISON
MIKE POISSON
MAHY HORSLEY
DEBBIE DICICCO

.JIMMY
MISS HORNE

responsibility will be to purchaSe a
gift of not more than $3 and accompnny the child to all activities.
Since we do not want to
disappoint the chBdrtn you n1?st
sign up in the S.U. informatIOn
booth by Thursday December 7th,
Asheet with the details will be
available then. We hope the
students, faculty, and a~
minstration will make thIS
charitable occasion an overwhelming success.

Special
Christmas Concert
The Plymouth Philharmonic
Orchestra will present a Christmas Concert on December 17. The
concert will be presented in
coopera lion with the Old Colony
Choral Society and the Silver Lake
Choru;:;, unde the direction of
Richard Shattuck. The program
will consist of portions of the
MESSIAH, the NUT CRACKE and
HA YDEN'S SYMPHONY #88
The guest conductor for this
Christmas concert will be John R.

Miner a 1969 graduate of BostOIl
Unive~sity who has studied conducting at Boston University with
James E. Cunningham and Walter
Eisenberg and at Tanglewood with
Leonard Berstein.
The concert will be held at the
Plymouth-Carver High School in
Plymouth. Admission is free and
tickets will be available at the
door.

With the

money you
save on our

clothes you

could take
Susan out

Irma tomorrow

Colloquia Series

Wrangler Jeans lfti
Get your moneys worth at

GIAN'I' S'rORES
;MARSHF'lELDAND-WAREHAM

Ralph Costeno's

Italian Can.teen
1:r6 Broad 51. Bridgewater
Good lucli to the }f'outh of America

Bridgewater Tulsa
:t2 :\Iain St.

SpOUCOS & LENNIE SOGOLOFF

tel. 691 6731

8ridgewa~er

Our Gas Is Good But
Our Coffee Is Terrible.ll

PRESENT:

JUDY

COLLL~S

SA.T DECEMBER 2, 1972
AT 8::JO pm

SUN. DECEMBER 3, 1972
AT 7::10 PM

WOHCESTER AUDITORIUM
WORCESTER, MASS.

LOWELL TECH GYM
LOWELL, MASS.

TICKET PRICES: $3.50 4.50 5.50 TICKET PRICES:
TICKET OUTLETS; STEINERTS V ANCED
SUN"~LOWER
5.00 DOOR
TICKET OUTLETS:
UNISEX
LOWELL TECH

-.,

present

SPECIAL
S'I'UDENT RA'}'ES
WI'I'H ID'S

60 broId street

Troy, n.y .-( I.P. )-A flexible s~udy
program, featuring more electives
and fewer requir~d cours~s, has
heen instituted thlS year m Rensselaer polytechnic In~ti- tu~e's
three-year pre-engIneerIng
curriculum,
The
revised
three-year
curriculum, which is the basis for
all engineering program, contains
nine electives in addition to the
usual six electives in the'
humanities and social sciences.
Students may use these electives 10 individualize their
programs by taking additio~al
engineering courses, by selecting
courses for breadth of background,
or by emphasizing one or more
areas of study, Dr. Arthur A. Burr,
dean of the School of Engineering
"xplainn
"The needs of our society and
civilization
are
constantly
changing. The problems which are
being faced and which must be
faced in the future require people
with diverse backgrounds and
capabilities," he said.
Dean Burr noted that "the new
curriculum reduces core subjects
10 a minimum, thereby opening up
1hrough I he electives whole new
areas for imaginative educational
opportuniyies for our students.
"It provides an opportunity for
a student to build a program which
will refledt his own needs and
interests, whether it be in-depth
specialization
or
broader
educational base; it continues to
al10w the student to defer his
commitment to a specific profesfiional area until the end 0 the third
year, while offering him the opportunity to sample various areas
of possible prlfessional practice;
, and it provides a soled foundatior.
of core courses which will prepare
I he student to meet and respond to
the changing cha]]enges of modern
society. "

Math Faculties

I(J. ,

OPEN' 10 a.m. - II p.m.

Requirements

f-

Wremember the "W"is Silent.
AL ALLEN
DO ":NA MILANI
SUELLEN SCIARAPPA
HAROLD TAYLOR
HANK WOHONICZ
PAMELA CRUDUP

MOTHI~R
Ii'ATIIF~H.

'Fewer

Mr. Wrangler Sportswear

BHIN(HNG IT ALL BACK HOME
by Terrence MC Nally
SON
DAUGHTEH

On lJccember 11, 1972 the
Sludent Union Program Committee will hold a party for tbe
children of St. Mary's and st.
Vincent's homes. The party will
begin at 5:30 with refreshments
and cartoons. After a visit from
Santa and distrivution of presents
the children will be returned to
their homes by bus around 8
o'clock.
It is our desire that each child
be sponsored by one or two people
from the college community. If
you decide to sponsor a child your

1972

More Electives ...

tonight and

SOMETHING I'LL TELL YOU
Tl1ESDAY by John Guare
AGNES
ANDHEW
HILDEGARDE
GEORGE
MRS. HASSELBACH

Please • •
Sponsor a Child

ao,

$4.00

AD.

ZEPPLIN

In April, 1972, Professor
Thomas Moore of the Mathematics
Department organized the first of
a continuing series of colloquia in
Mathematics, Cooperating in this
series
are the Mathematics
Faculties of Bridgewater State,
Stonehill, Wheaton and S.M.U.
The lectures presented thus far
have been: a) Some Questions in
Model Theory,
H. D'Alarcao,
B.S.C., given at Stonehill College;
b} Decompositions of Groups, R.
Gaudreau, Stonehill, given at
B,S,C.: c) Unit Spheres of
Negligible Volume, T. Lockary,
Sionehill, given at B.S.C.; d)
Residue Theory of One Comples
Variable
and
Possible' ..
Generalizations, 1. P. Scalisi,
B.S.C., given at Stonehill; e) Near
Rings and Solvable Groups, J.
Chandy, S.M.U., given at Wheaton
College; and f) Deformations of
Regular Closed Plane Curves, P.
Kumpel, S.U.N.Y. at Stony Brook,
gi.ven at B.S.C ..
The talks are·designed to appeal
to advanced undergraduate
Mathematics Majors in the four
college communities, as well as ,
the schools' faculties. Colleges
take turns hosting the lectures,
providing
a
coffee
hour
beforehand.
Attendance by'
:'itudents and faculty members at,·
the colloquia has been gratifying.
Announcements of forthcoming
colloquia are put on the bulletin,
board in SB209. For further information, contact Professor
Moore, care of the B.S.C.
Mathematics Department.
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Record Hop

Friday December 8

GREASER S()UNDSARNIEHW()O-WOO" GINSBERG - D.J.
GREASE UP!!!
AIJTHENTI(~

10:00 P'M' START OF BSC "GREASER

MARATHON"

GOESUNTaSATURDAY
DECEMBER 9 - 12 MIDNIGHT!!

wi

CASH PRIZES

Sunday Dece:mber 10

Saturday Morning When Y ou Were A Kid Night
CARTuONS,
CARTOONS AND
CEREAL FOR ALL THE BIG KIDDIES!!!

Tuesday December 12

Crazy Records Day
~~

..

CRAZY GAMES ALL DAY LONG - I!!
SEE WHO CAN SET THE LONGEST RECORD FOR .•. !!!
(COME SEE IF YOU CAN WIN!!!}

6:00 p.m.

Contest - Cash Prizes!!!

HOOLA - A .. HOOP
BUBBLE GUM BLOWINGSPINNING CONTEST!!!
8IGGESTBUBBLES
TELEPHONE BOOTH STUFFING !I!

Wednesday Decenther 13

Coffeehouse- Silent Films
25 ADMISSION - "PHANTOM OF THE OPERA" .
"HEART OF TEXAS RY AN~'
C

Thursday Dece:mher 14
8:00p.m. -

;

REMEMBER HE WAS FLASII (;ORDON
SEE HIM SWIM AT THE POOL ALL DAY!

Films

All Day 9 .. 5
'.

"THE POINT" AND ~'MR. ROBERTS"

8:00p.m.

.,

'

Flash Gordon Films!!!

Buster Crabbe Lecture

Friday Decelllber 15

:'}

Greaser Concert!!!

THE SHITTONS AND VITO AND THE OLDSMOBILES

Bring Your Own Grease!!!

.'

-"'IiI
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The Bridgewater State College
Bears open their 1972-73 basketball
season this week with two area
non-conference opponents.
Thursday. November 30, the Bears
will .entertain the Curry Co%ge
Colonels in an 8: 00 encounter at the
Bridgewater State Gym and then
travel to Brockton on Saturday,
December 2, Lo meet New England
college division power Stonehill
College at the Brockton High
School Gym:
Bridgewater is led by senior
captain Joe Wise who holds' virtually all BS--C s-coring marks.
Wise, BSC's first small college All
American candidate was UPI All
nNew England and ECAC All East
in small college ranks last year.
Teamed with Wise in the backcourt will be rapidly improving
sophomore John McSharry, an
Abington high school graduate.
Senior Keith Richards of Canton,
Mass. will be counted on to furnish
rebounding strength from his post
position with junior forwards Mike
Tikonoff of Cambridge and Rich
Brennan, a Grafton, Mass. native
rounding out the starting five.

Before this season ends Joe
Wise will probably have his name
affixed to just about every scoring
record on the Bridgewater State
College Varsity basketball books.
The 6'1 175 pound guard from
Roxbury, Mass. set five scoring
records last season as a junior.
Joe was a consistent leader in
scoring for the Bears last season,
in fact, out of 23 games, Joe was
BSC's high scorer 17 times. The
Bridgewater State Captain was
named to the ECAC Division III
Player oft-he Week squad six out of
the six weeks he was eligible for
the honor.
Last season. Joe
averaged 21L9 points per game
while scoring 664 points on the
season.
This season should be a big one
for the Boston Tech graduate. Joe
has worked ,hard over the Spring
and Summer polishing his talents
and preparing his self for the task
of leading Bridgewater State to a
winning season.

Joe Wise

BRID GEWATER

-S
/

RETURNING

Curry will be led by Stoughton
native Bernie DeVaughn, a high
scoring, versitile pivot man and
Sharpshoo.ting gua~d Dan Jayson
rrom Scotch Plams, N.J. BSC
;wept two games from the
':::olonels last year, winning easily
early in the season 100-85 but
barely wirming the second with a
come-from-behind 99-84 double
overtime victory .. Curry figures to
be'vastly improved this year under.
the leadership of new coach Peter
Larson.

Stonehill will again provide the'

LETTERMEN

BSC Beats with one of its toughest
contests of the year. Led by 6'5 All
New England forward Mike
Allocco and 6'4 senior guard Henry
Jackson, the taller, stronger
Chieftans shoud be rated among .
the best of the college division
teams in New England.

Curt Caldwell- Took time out
Ihis fall to play football 'for BSC
where he was an outstanding pass
receiverandreturn
specialist. .. From Southern Pines
South Carolina ... Curt is the
toughest one on one defensive ball
player on the BSC roster ... Has
quick hands and extremely good
laleral movemnt...A real speed
merchnat ... Can break a game
wide
open
with
a
fast
break ... SDoesn't shoot often but is
a clutch scorer ... Great ball handler and excellent play maker.

John McSharry - Played in
every game but two last season as
a freshman ... John ranks along
with Punchy Caldwell as a speedy,
quick, agile tough man to beat one
on one ... Took the least shots of any
BSC regular but hit on 54% of'
them ... Has good spring for a small
forward and even at six feet even
helps out under the boards. John is
the dependable type. who gets the
running when they have to ... Has
remarkable poise on the floor .. An
all around athlete.

John McSharry

Keith Richards
Keith Richards~ Bridgewater's.
"Big Man" underneath ... Has
improved steadily in his last three
years asa varsity player ...
Became much more aggressive
last season and developed a good
shot and move to the hoop from the
lane .•. Much improved on defense
and able to run the fast break with
the smaller men... WiII break
record for most rebounds in a

career .lhis season.

~. Afrero~

averaging over 15 rebounds a
game last season.

.

0

•
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Wch Brennan - A starter since
his freshman year .. "Mr. Hustle"
on Ihe courts ... Onlt 6'1 but plays
forward like his was four inches
taller ... Almost always mismatched by taller opposition but
second leading rebounder for the
Bpars... Averaged over 11
rebounds per game ... He has good
range from the corner and was
'hird leading scorer last season ...
Will always make his presence
kown on the court .. , Should sparknlug the Bears defensively.

Mendes - The likeable' 6'3 forward was a big help under the
hoards last season as a freshman ... R efuses to be pushed
around under the boards by
bulkier Coe ... Good at establishing
position for rebounds. Highlight of
his freshman season came against
HIC when he led BSC in rebounds
with 17 ... Played in every game as
a freshman and average 8.8 points
per game .. Appears-to be stronger
this season and will be tough to
keep out of the starting line-up.

Rich Brennan

Introducing -

Matt Mendes .
• r

Some
New-

Lou Richardson - A freshman of
. Dan Aronie- Joined the team
midway through the season last exceptional promise, Lou comes to
year ... stood out in spots for the BSe with verylittte orgariized
.Junior Varsity ... At 6'5190 has the cxperience ... Has great strength as
physical potentiiol1 to freatly help a driving guard and in. low post
1he BSC forecourt under the play ... Capable ofscormg from
boards ... "Stretch" also has a keen ou1side as wen as close to the
eye from the corner and abseline basket...Lack of experience will be
and will probably see a lot of action a handicap in earlier games but
Lou is expected to be of great help
I his season.
10 the BSC team.

I

Norm Jackson - A fine outside
shorter. Norm can play forward or
guard.
Has good speed and
mobility
but
lacks
the
aggressiveness to beconie a top
rebounder. Lack of experience,
seems to be chief handicap.
Should improve to show considerable varsity action as a freshman.

John Grazewski - One of three
freshman on the varsity, John
brings a fine record from Lyman
English to ESC. A very tough'
I'ebounder and possessing a fine
outside shOt. Only experience is
needed to make John a fine college
player... Has tremendous desire
and willingness to learn.

comers
JV ROSTER
Name
No. Ht.
21 6'3
Tom Bavin
20 6'2
Ron Buccini
31 6'0
Pete Cahill
Kevin Conway 23 5'10
4
5'10
Walter Ford
32 5'11
Chris Hillis
Tim MCcGrath 10 5'11
15 6'4
Jim Nelson
Mark O'Connor 12 5'11
Bruce Pac::;olls 14 6'3
Randy yvilson 11 5'11
30 ;)'11
Bill Worden
.Junior Varsity Coach:
Churi~s King

Mike Tilwnoff - Coach Tom
Knudson's sixth player last
s('asoll ... HHampered by small
nagging innuries ..Isn't big for a
forward bul tough and aggressive
under the boards ... One of BSC's
most hard nosed hustling defensivp ha II players ... Doesn't shoot
often but is capable of hitting with
('ollsistancy from the corner..Was
instrumental in BSC upset over
Nichols College last year with fine
hustling defensive play.

Wt.
165
180
150
170
160
170

165
160
150
17{)

155
1\]0

Age Class IIigh School
Hometown
18 Fr. Abington
Abington
18
So. Haverhill
Haverhill
18
Fr. No. Quincy
Quincy
19 So. Douglas
E. Douglas
20
Jr. Bishop Fenwick Salem
20
So. Boston Latin
Mattapan
18
Fr. Leicester
Leicester
18
I·'r. Wellesley
Dorchester
18
Fr. Doherty
Worcester
20 Jr. Revere
/Revere
18
Fr. Bedford
Cambridge
18 Fr. Ware
'''m'p

VARSITY
No. HiWt.
Nmae
'1 6'5 190
Dan Arone
Rich Brennan* 12 6'1 170
Ron Buccini
20 6'2 180
Curt Caldwell* 11 5'10165
John Grazewski 15 6'3 '185
Norm Jackson 5 6'3 180
Steve McNally 23 6'2 ]80
John McSharry~ 10 6'0 170
Matt Mendes* 24 6'3 185
Bruce Parsons 3 6'3 175
Keith Richards* 30 6'8 210
Lou Richardson 21 6'1 185
Mike Tikonoff* 22 6'2 185
Joe Wise*
14 6'1 175

Mike Tic.honoff

ROSTER~

Age Class High School .

Hometown
So. Concord-Carlis e Concord
20
Jr. Grafton
N. Grafton
So. Haverhill
18
Haverhi11
Sr. E. Sr Pines ."
22
So Pines, N.(
Fr. Lynn English
18
Lynn
Fr. St. Andrews
18
Newport, R.I
Jr. Avon
18
Avon
So. Abington
18
Abington
So, Plymouth-Carver N. Carver
19
20
Revere
Jr. " Revere
21
Canton
Sr. Canton
21
Fr. Jamaica Plain Boston
20
Cambridge Latin Cambridge
Jr.
22 . Sr.
Boston Tech
Roxbury
~Lettermell
Asst.
Varsity
Coach:
Barney
Ross
'aptain: Joe Wise
Juuior Varsity Coach: Charles
~anager: Mark~oberts
I,C
Head_ Varsity Coach:
Thomas • mg
•r

.

20
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SNEA

CollIe Saturday to

Auction

the SNEA Workshop
SNEA made approximately
$47.no at our second Faculty
Services Auction.
We thank
ever'yone who participat.ed. Her's
a list of which shrewd bidders got
what.
Prof. Nadal's - baked goodies - $1
Michael Tavares
Prof. Byzinkauskas ~ play piano at
party - $1 Diana Macedo

Buster
Crabbe
Remember Captain Gallant of Crabbe appeared in June 1971 in
1he t<. . oreign Legion, Tarzan, Buck Los Angelos, scene of his Olympic
Rogers & Flash Gordon.!
triumphs and, althe age of 63, won
On
Thursday
evening,:l events in the annual Senior
December 14. 1972 at S:OOpm in the Sports International Swim Meet
S U Auditorium of BSC. the and anchores a winning relay team
Student Union Lecture Committee on one day, broke the world record
of the Program Committee will for 400 meters free style swimming
present Buster Crabbee in person. in the 60-64 age group on another.
Best known for his swimming
Buster presents an amusing and
achievements at the Olympics, informative program featuring a
Kaspa the Lion Man in his first film tracing the highlights of his
film in 1933. Tarzan, Red Barry, career. Dating back to the early
Billy the Kid,
Billy Carson, 1hirties,
Buster's
program
Captain Silver of the Sea Hound, parrallels the history of sound
Captain Gallant of the Foreign movies and early TV. A delightful,
Legion, Wyatt Earp, Buck Rogers nostalgia-filled study of the people
and of course Flash Gordon - he and
incidents
that
were
made some 94 films, 100 television Hollywood, Buster Crabbes guided
films, dozens of aquashows, wild tour through the movie capitot's
west shows, and other enterprises "Golden Age" is an· event that
as well as successfully launching should not be missed.
al1 acting career in 19:~2.
So come spend an evening with
Like any science fiction hero he Buster Crabbe at Bridgewater
seems almost ageless. He weighs Slate College in the Student Union
about:l pounds more than he did Auditorium on Thursday, Dec. 14
when he held :35 national and 16 al R:OO pm. For tickets or further
world swimming records and information call ()!)7-6161 ext. 306
several Olympic gold medals.

Prof. Wood - one dinner for two at
their convenience - $2 Jim Beith
Prof. Corkery - reimburse for texts
used in his course - $2.75 Mary
Swist
Mr. Phillips - candle light dinner
for four - $5.50 Lynn Mansueto

All week long, people who
frequent the Student Union
Building have seen many strange
objects· being carried up to the
I hird floor. These ohjects have, by
now. taken their place as the
components of five workshops for
SNEA's December 2nd conference. The theme of the conference
is,"Changing
Spaces ... Opening Places to Open
Education." The workshops are as
follows:
I. Humanities WorkshopOpening Humanities and English
on the Secondary Education Level.
2. The Use of Instructional
Media in the Classroom and for the

f'hild- real elementary students
will be taught using various kinds
o/" nwdia.

;3.
Structures
for
Open
I':ducationan
inflatable
eiassroom set up for your exploration.
4. Leaming Centers Workshop-·
centers buill and set up by Prof.
D{'cker's education classes.
!J. Cardboard Workshop- actual
construction with cardboard.
So Saturday's the big day andwe'll be looking forward to seeing
you. Moming
sessions start at 9: 30 and afternoon
sessions at 1:00. It should be a
really profitable one.

Prof. Scroggs - personality test Nadene Casna

$1.25

Miss Ash - dinner for two - $1
Anastasia Troubalas
Mrs. Apstein - will type 6 page
paper - $1 Arthur Morgan
Prof. Wolpert - Italian dinner for 4
candle light & wine - $12.25 Debra
Patterson
Prof. Sanders - Trp to town for one
- $:3.50 Mary Anne Majkut
Prof. Heller . S" in a Pot - $9.25
Mary Anne Majkut
Prof. Sumner - dinner for two your
convenience - $2 Nadene Casna
Prof. Kent - canoe trip for tw to
Hockamock Swamp - $4.75 Gerry
Villeneuve
.
.
We thank these people.for their

support. Maybe next year the rest
of us will be luckier!
After the current SNEA faculty
auction, we began to think of some
items that should have
been
auctioned off, but were not.

ELIELF

Slllithsonian
Puppet Theatre
will PreseIi
TODl Sawyer at BSC

Mrs. Fisher - a picture of her
hidden isyr. old body

SAYS

Dr. Chipman - a free lesson in ice
hock
")<1

SHOP EARLY!
SHOP GRANTS!
Hl<~Y STUDENTS OF BSC!
GItANTS HAS A GIFT FOR
EVERYONE
ON
YOUR
CHRISTMAS LIST! WHETHER
IT'S FOR THAT CERTAIN
SOMEONE OR A FAVORITE
NEPHEW, YOU'RE SURE TO
FIND SOMETHING THAT'LL
BRING A SMILE TO THEIR
F ACE ON CHRISTMAS MORNING!!

BE A SPECIAL SANTA!
SHOP GRANTS
RTE. 18- Bridgewater
only minutes from BSe!

NEWMAN CLUB
COFFEEHOUSE
at the Catholic Center
Thurs. Nov. 30 7: 30 P.M..

BEST COFFEEHOUSE
t entertainment

free refreshments

50 c donation

Dr. Wood - a copy of his newly
written book
"Sarcasm and
Witticism"
Mrs. Deep - one physical.

Prof. Sanders - a complete wardrobe fashioned by his couturier
Dr. Morin - a pot luck supper
consisting of the Zo Lab final
Dr. Warye - a copy of his best
selling book "Parlor Games for
Classroom Use"
Prof. Lehman - a copy of last yar's
health final
Dave Morwick - a copy of his new
book "From blue line to blue line"
Tom Walsh - A complete copy of
next semester's courses that ARE
available
Campus Police - a week's pass to
any sr. to park in the sr. parking
lot
Prof. DeLisle - will go on sebatacle
for another semester if one of his
students so desires.
Prof. Fitzgibbons - a math
homework assignment completed
by his son Tim
Dr. DeRocco - a list of $50 words
which will be frequently used in his
classes

-

-
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The Bridgewater Slate College
Drama Club in conjunction with
the Speech and Theatre Department are bringing one of the most
delightful theatre offerings of the
season to the Student Union
Auditorium on December 18,19 and
20th, when they will present the
Smithsonian Puppet Theatre with
its marvelous new production of
Mark Twain's classic story, "Tom
Sawyee." The multi-talented
puppeteers, Allan Stevens and
company, have been creating
puppet shows for Smithsonian
audiences for over five years.
They have performed on tour
across the nation and also
maintain the resident Puppet
Theatre at the Smithsonian for
Washington, D.C. area children.
What better way to begin the
holiday season than seeing the
.t\dventurps of Tom Sawyer

,..

What better way to begin the
holiday season than seeing the.
adventures of Tom Sawyer and his'
friends as they grow up in a small
Mississippi River town in the
middle of the 19th century.
Children will see Tom and his pals:
white-washing the fence, the eerie
graveyard scene, Becky's being
lost in the cabe and finally Tom
and his pals floating down the
Mississippi on their raft.
Performances will be held in the
cStudent Union Auditorium at 10:00
A.M. and IP.M. daily
All morning performances
have been sold out for weeks
however, there are still reserved
seats available for afternoon
performances by calling 697-6161,
Ext. 213.
Tickets are 50 cents
each. Groups of fifteen or more
are charged a special price of 35
cents.

DO IT!
wme to the SNEA
Open Education wnference
Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.
Nov. 30 - Dec.l - Dec.2
SATURDAY WORKSHOP SESSIONS
SU BALLROOM

NOVEMBEH. 30.
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STUDENT

ART EXHIBIT
OPENS MONDAY
On Monday, December 4th a
reception will be held in the
Student Union Art Gallery from
7pm to lOpm to open the Annual
Student Art Exhibit. The reception, which is closed
to
Bridgewater's College Community
Gnd friends. will be an informal
gathering of faculty
,administration, and students to
discuss and enjoy the multi-media
facets of the exhibit. A highlight of
the evening will be verformances
by Cora Wells and the Modern
Dance Club.
All art forms to be displayed are
selected by the Art Department
from the works done in the art
classes (day and cont. studies)
during the first semester of this
;,",mr.

The

exhibit features of-

ferings from drawing, painting,
print-making. pottery, jewelry,
weaving, and sculpture areas.
The Art. Department expects a
large Dumber of quality pieces to
be on display! promising and
interesting experience in the
visual arts.
Sales may be arranged thru the
individual artists.
The reception will also afford
Professor Smalley, new chairman
of the Art Department, his first
comprehensive introduction to his
fellow colleagues and students.

In an interview with the
COMMENT, Professor Smalley
expressed enthusian for and pride
in the up coming exhibit.
Recently, for Philadelphia, he is
impressed by the similar cultural
potential available in the Boston
setting and has hopes of
developing greater interest in the
visual arts at Bridgewater. One
vehicle for realizing this goal, he
feels. is to present shows of
significant to the College Community. The first of these shows,
that
presented by the Aodin
Gallery, went so successfully that
plans are being formed to bring
the exhibit back sometime in the
Spring.
The second major show, will be
the Student Art Exhibit.
This
exhibit will be followed by the Art
!<'aculty Exhibit to be presented
sometime in February. This show
will feature the works done by the
six members of our Art Department. Professor Smalley highly
praised
the members· of his
Department, stating his pleasure
in their enthusiaism. diversity of
talent
and pronounced individuality.
All in all, it looks like a busy
vital year ahead in the field of
visual arts for Bridgewater.

•
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Winning Swim Team
Begins Season
The Bridgewater State Co
lIege varsity swim team will
inaufurate its 1972-73 season with a
trip to Albany State University,
Albany, New York, for the "1972
Great Lane Realys" this coming
Saturday. .
The Bears will compete against
Albany, SUNY at Binghampton,
Keene State, Fulton- Montgomery,
Henssellaer Poly technical Instityle, SUNY Morrisville, and
SUNY Cobleskill.
This year the nsc, mermen will
be faced with a very challenging
schedule, beginning their home
campaign with an intra-squad
meet on Tuesday, Nov. 21 . .
The remainder of the Bears
demanding schedule is as follows;
Thursday, Nov.30, Holy Cross at
7::30 pm: Tuesday, Dec. 5, U.R.I.,
:~:()()pm: Friday, Dec. 8, at Lowell
Tech, 7:00 pm; Satm'day, Dec. 9,
Coast Guard Relays at the U.S.
Coast Guard Academy, 1:00 pm;
Wednesday, Dec 13, at Brandeis,

pionships at Springfielq:9011ege
Murch 1,2, and3.
"'c" 'c.' '
",: ,', '
TIlt" 72-/:l Outlook
.
Last year was the best season
over for the Bears, finishing with
an 11 and 1 dual meet record, the
NAIA District 32 team championship trophy, and a 16th place
finish, oul of 24 teams in the New
Englands. Fourth-year coach Joe
Yeskewicz's big question
is
"Where do you go fro here?"
With only one senior lost to
graduate, and several new freshman prospects, the outlook was
great, However, freshman Tim
.Joost left college to fulfill his
military obligation, and Bruce
Morell, the team's outstanding
swimmer, took leave of absence
alld the outlook for a repeat of 71T2 was dimmed.
Also, the Bears depth suffered
when Ted Zadroga wa forced to
wait out a semester due to
academic difficulties. However,
7: OOpm.
both .Joost and Morell will be back
After the semester break and second semester,
along with
Christmas recess, the Bears will Zadl·oga.
return with a trip to Waterville,
The Bear nermem will be
Maine, 10 compete with Colby headed by seniro tri-captains Mel
College and Husson College, Crotty, Bob Johnston, and George
Saturday, Jan 20, at 1 :00 pm. The PelaH, all three holding varsity
schedule continues as follows: records in their respective events.
Wednesday, Jan. 24, at South Bill Thompson and Bob Stello
eastern Mass U., 7:30pm; Friday, round out the list of seniors.
Feb. 2, Norwich, 4:00pm; SaturJuniors
include
Dan
day, Fed. 3, North eastern, "2:00 Beauregard,· George ~ountas;Joe
pm: T.uesday, Feb 6, Babson, Masi, BarrY'PAARENTEAU;'
2:30pm; Saturday, Feb 10, Albany AND Bob Sullivan. Sophomores
and Fredonia at Albany, 2:00 pm; include Ron Bartlett, Al GerTuesday, Feb 13, Boston College, maine .. Tim Joost, Al Turcotte,
8:00 pm; District 32 Champion and Ted Zadroga. Freshman are
ships, Home, 10:00 am; Saturday, led by Dana Brackett. Jay Doyle,
Feb 24 al Central Connecticut, 2:00 Jack Falvey, Bill Fletcher, Mark
"
pm.
Stroman, and Brian Young.
Bridgewater swimmers will
In Ihe frestyle events. Al
also compete in the 54th New Germaine, Barry Parenteau, Bob
Engla~Q" I~t~rconegiate
cham- -Johnston,. Bf.uce .. Morell,.· and

Varsity Swim Team

HomeTown
Class
Name
Event
Natick, Ma.
75
Ron
Bartlett*
Breast,
1M
George Founlas will be strong,
Gardner, Ma.
Dan Beauregard* 74
Diving
f;~reshman Bill Fletcher is another
Duxbury, Ma.
76
Dana Brackett
Breast
fine prospect. In the backstroke,
Bridgewater, Ma.
73
Mel
Crotty
Butterfly
George Fountas and Bill Fletcher
Dorchester, Ma.
76
Jay
Doyle
Diving
will fill in until Tim Joost rejoins
Higham. Ma.
76
Fly, Free, Back
Jack Falvey
Ihe squard. In the butterfly, triFitchburg, Ma.
76
Free,
Back,
IM
William
Fletcher
captain Mel Crotty will be psuhed
Attleboro, Ma.
Free, Back, 1m
by freshman Jack Falvey, while -- George Fountas* 74
75
Al
Germain*
Free
,Joe Masi will give the Bears depth.
Attleboro, Ma.
74
Marty Hanley
Free, Breast
Westwood, Ma.
In the breststroke events, the
75
Bob Johnston
Free, 1M
Bears are b~ssed with five
No. Attleboro, Ma.
74
Tim
Joost
Back
swimmers, led by tri- captain
Seekonk, a Ma.
Joe Masi**
73
Free
George Pelati, and following with
Middleboro, Ma.
Barry Parenteau* 75
Free, Fly
Dana Brackett, senior Bill
Worcester, Ma.
George Pelati
74
Breast, IM
Bridgewater, Ma.
Thompson, and Bob Sullivan.
74
Bob
Stello*
Free, Back
Brian Young and Mark Stroman
Chat ham, Ma.
Mark Stroman
73
Free, Breast
Balden, Ma.
also ahow promise in this event
Bob Sullivan*
73
Breast
it nd t he freestyle.
Quincy, Ma.
Bill Thompson
76
Breast
The Bears hope 10 be very
Gardner, Ma.
Al
Turcotte
*
74
Free, Breast
strong in the diving events, with
Middleboro, Ma.
Brian Young
73
Free, Breast
Da Beauregard, (7th
place 3
Franklin, Ma.
Ted Zadroga
75
Free, 1M
l11('t er, 121 h place one meter in the
LiVingston, N.J.
Bruce Morell
75
Free
Chicopee, Ma.
New England Intercolligale
Championships), Jay Doyle, a
prom ising freshman, and Ron
Coach:
Joe
Yeskewicz
Bartlett, back from last year's
(Springfield, 1965), Fourth Year
squad.
Over all, the Bear squad is
Assistants: Bill Walker '71', Larry
slightly weaker Ihis season. 'fhe
Uchmanowicz '75'
combination of a tougher schedule
Managers: Richard Cotter (76)
and several opponents being
Brockton, Ma.
'
st ronger will pose a challenge to
Paul Girourd (75), Gardner, Ma.
1he Bridgewater
swimmers.
Neverless, Coach Yeskewicz and
t he swimmers look again to a
winning season.
"This uear's team has worked
Men's Intramural Bowling Results
harder t han ever before, and is
Name
Matches Played
Points
responding well to the greater
Chiefs
4
32
dema Ilds t heir training places on
Spas
4
28
them," according to Coach
Ragmen
4
22
Yeskewicz. "However, I feel that
Suragula Sauce
4
20
(hey will meet with great success
Alpha Wild Pigs
4
12
, Ihis year, especially in improved
Pikuls Pub
4
6
individual perform~nce."
It looks as Ihough Bridgewater
1i.esults of ma_t~hes .throug, h.
Stale's swimming-te'pm will again
November 20
'
Nov. 20 be making its presence known in
New England Colligiate swimming
Spas 6 - Ragmen 4circles.
, S~'ragula' Sauce 1(1 : Alpha Wild
PIgS 0 (forfeit)

INTRAMURAIS

_.
...
'"
Street ~ockey Resuits

VarSity· SwilJuning

Saturday, November 18
Thursday, November 30
Tuesday, December5
Friday, pecember.8
Saturday, December 9
Wednesday, December 13
Saturday, January 20
Wednesday, January 24
Friday, February 2
Saturday, February 3
Tuesday, February 6:
Saturday, February 10
Tuesday, February 13
Saturday, February 17
Monday, February 19
Saturday, February 24
March 1.2,3
March 15, 16, 17

Coach:
Ext. 271'1

.Joe Yeskewicz - Phone:

Great'Dane Relays at Albany,
Holy Cross
University of Rhode Island
Lowell Tech
Coast Guard Relays at USCGA
Brandeis
. Colby and Husson at Colby
SMU
Norwich
Northeastern
Babson
Albany and Fredonia at Albany
Boston College
',. '1'1'
Keene State
N.A.I.A. District 32 Invitational
Central Conneticut
New England Championships at
Springfield
NCAA College Division Championships at Wayne State
University Detroit, Michigan

N.Y. State

Away 12 noon
Home 7:30
Home, 3:00
Away 7:00
Away 1:00
Away 7:00
Away 1:00
Away 7:30
Home 4:00
Home 2:00
Home 2:30
Away 2:00
Home 8:00
Away 2:00
Home 10:00
Away 2:00

Alpha Blasts Kappa 9-1 in Street
Hockey Finals
The Alpha Puckers blasted the
Kappa Crows 9-1 to win the Men's
Intramural ,FC,lIl Street Hockey

championsllip on Thursday night.

Alp~~ stormed through' aU' 'op..

pOSItIon to reign undefeated in the
double elimination toqrnament.
Nov. 15Kappa Crows 3 - Chiefs 2

November 13
Chiefs 5 - ~pas z
Alpha Puckers 7 - Kappa Cr ws 6

Nov. 16-

Alpha Puckers 9 - Kappa Crows 1
(championship Game)

EDDIE'S BARBER SHOP
Hair Styling Razor Cutting - Shaping
7 Main St. Bridgewater, Ma;

Tri-C?ptains: Mel Crotty, George
Pelati, Bob Johnston

-

~'~

:::-:::::
::::::.:-:::::

~.~

~
'. ~
~ ~

Christmas cr~tf(;t:ls a Ja Black For~t. handmade in Ha ...
h
d
.
wall
• • '1
E'rom qragma.
t tee- ime.qsional desiRN to delight' tbe
collector. _ for trea,s.ured Jifts, chOOSe from over 200
items, each hand-pamted In gay Christmu cOlors.

'1 Deposit Refundable
OR.DER.S AIR.MAILED WITHIN ... HOUR.S ,OF RECEIPT

. A.

j

LRXAIIII eo

98 RiY~nide 'Drive,

New

4P

Yort,'N. y.
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ope n 7 day
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spap ers cand ies
Can dles gift wra p
2449
35 Bro ad Sf Brid gew ater , Ma. 697-

Be ar s en d se as on

wi th 19-2
Re co rd
Brid gew ater Sta te CoIJ ege
hrou ght its 1972 cros s (!ountry
of
season tn un end on the 11th
mCha
A
NAJ
Novembtlr al the
pionship held at SMU. Lcd by
t
Allen Tho mps on Bsc finished eigh
ng.
peti
com
eges
coll
the
ng
amo
BOl->ton Slat e and MSMU
dom inat ed the mee t. The two
colleges spli t the first eigh t plac es.
8;
Bost on Stal e capt ured 1,4,7,and
6.
and
2,3,5
ged
and SMU snag
Boston Stat e won mee t honors as
Iheir fifth man cam e in tent h,
in
while SMU 's fifth man cam e
th.
l'ogh teen
Brid gew atcr finished 38, 41, 42,
li5 ona an exce ptio nall y fast
and
;lfl
Way ne Stuc k
~.(J mile cour se.
earl y in the race was lead ing the
Brid gew ater frou p , but shor tly
n
aftc r the thre e mile mar k Alle
Tho mps on took over that position
and nev er gav e it up. St.uck was
Ihe l->ccond of the Brid gew ater
runn ers and Chuck Mar otta was
third .
Brid gew ater Stat e's harr iers ,
afte r a stro ng 1972 seas on, are
anxi ous 10 keep runn ing and
Irain ing, part icul arly with an eye
now
10 spri ng trac k. But., betw een
inbe
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rs
and then, the Bea
k
trac
ter
win
h
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as
with
ed
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as possible.
Mee t Res ults :
30
1. Bos ton Stat e
34
2. SMU
79
e
Stat
er
3. Wor cest
121
4. Bry ant College
121
5. E. Con neti cut Stat e
175
ege'
Coll
ton
ring
6. Bar
198
7. Gor don College

H. Bridgewater State

9. AQu inni piac

10. Rhode Island College

228

253

Inc.

Be rk el y
Film.' Ho'use

Jim Ha ck en so n

N ew C o- C ap ta in s

an i

Most V al ua bl e P la ye r
The Ann ual Foo tbal l Tea m
Bre ak-U p Ban que t was held
Monday, Nov emb er 27 at whi ch
Coach Maz zafe rro anno unce d the
resu lts of the team 's vote for the
r
Most Valu able Play er of the Yea
and the new Cap tain s for the 1973
74 seas on.
Vince Hick ey WG\8 nam ed mos t
valu able play er by his team mat es,
ey
for his outs tand ing reco rd. Hick
ing
pass
for
rds
reco
ol
holds all scho
a nd has mai ntai ned a pass com
.
54%
t
leas
t
a
of
ge
plet ion perc enta
s
He has pass ed ove r 1400 yard
es
gam
nine
duri ng this seas on's
the
. and stan ds lobe nam ed one of
the
in
Nati on's top 20 passers
em.
Syst
Sma ll College
The new · co-captains. for. next
yea r's team are Jim Hac kens on
Per ry
(We bste r) and Tom
3(Tau nton ). Both play ers are
ad,
squ
the
of
ns
yea r vet era
mem bers of M.A.A. Exe cuti ve

boar d and are Kap pa Delt a Phi
brot hers .
Jim Hac kens on, juni or hist ory
maj or, com es from a dive rse
inbac kgr oun d of spo rts
volv eme nt. . Star ting with his
Fo tbal l,
in
part icip atio n
Bas ketb all, and Baseball at
at
Bar Uet t High thro ugh his year s
Brid gew ater duri ng whi ch he
play ed Bas ebal l, and held tightend posi tion in Foo tbal l.
Tom Per ry has also had exive exp erie nce in spo rts,
tens
.
in
begi nnin g with his perf orm ance
nton
Tau
at
k
Trac
and
l
Foo tbal
to
High, whe re he was also nam ed
a
,
Tom
nty.
Cou
the All-Bristol
t
righ
a
s
hold
or,
maj
ish
engl
or
juni

guard pOSition Qn the team.

The team cele brat ed the cIos e of
a good seas on, and are looking
forw ard to an even ·better perform ance nex t year .

Pu ck st er s drop· 'season op en er

The Ber kely ' Film 'House is a
,
newly esta blis hed orga niza tion
are
h
whic
of
oses
purp
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1he gen
and
1o prov ide an educ atio nal
ent
stud
for
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se
clea ring -hou
and inde pend ent film mak ers at
levels.
One of OUl· prim ary acti vitie s is
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we hope 10 prov ide
,
film mak ers who hav e spen t time
his or
I alen l, mon ey and effo rt on
her prod ucti on, to dist ribu te and/or show the finished film on both
a local and nati onal level. We
prop ose 10 divi de the cont inen tal
U.S.A. and Can ada into seve ral
ic
dist ricts acco rdin g to geog raph
ns.
atio
ider
cons
phic
and dem ogra
The se dist ricts , toge ther with the
othe rs that are bein g esta blis hed
abro ad, will prov ide the long
awa ited and sore ly nee ded
dist ribu tion netw ork for inl
depe nden dent and exp erim enta
films.
On Nov emb er 20th thro ugh 26th,
t
we a re spo nso ring our firs
a
Berk ely Film I-louse Bay Are
;
Exp erim enta l Film Com peti tion
adju dge d best fifte en of whic h will
con stitu te our firs t and introd ucto ry pack age, and will be
avai bibl e on Jan uary 1st, 1973. The
anti cipa led cost for the two hour
prog ram will be $1.00 per min ute,
Sho rtly
plus mai ling char ges.
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film s from Japa n, London, Rom
Aus tria , Wes t Ger man y, and
of
Am ster dam , besi des sele ctio ns
d
the best film s from ackn owl edge
film
l
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erim
exp
an
Am eric
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In a gam e plag ued by pena lties ,
er
BSC drop ped it's seas on open
s.
Mas
to
J
nigh
ay
Wed nesd
ly
Mar itim e. The gam e defi nite
prov ed that it was only an open ing
gam e and can not be take n as an
exam ple of wha t the team will
prod uce for the rest of the seas on.
be
At time s the Bea rs app eare d to
roll
to
y
read
and
d
acke
untr
gett ing
y
only to hav e a pena lty take awa
m.
entu
mom
r
thei
Hig h spot of the gam e wer e
McK eon' s two pret ty goal s, both
scor ed in the fash ion of the
McKeon of last year . Ano ther high
rspot was the hust le and dete
to
ers
com
new
e
thre
of
n
min atio
and
Hea ly
team ,
the
ie
Ern
and
)
men
esh
y(fr
Mah one
San born .
At the end of the first peri od, the
scor e was 2-2 on goal s by San born
and Poss iccu so of BSC and Con
s
noll y and Car nav an of Mas
Mar itim e. In the seco nd peri od
e
Mas s. Mar itim e brok e the gam
hfres
past
s
goal
e
open with thre
men goa lie Dan iels and the
s.
sco rebo ard read 5-2 Mas
Mar itim e.

The third peri od found vete ran
g
goa lten der Stan Bon ham repl acin
ed
scor
eon
McK
net.
Dan iels in the
two goal s in an effo rt to catc h up
e
but at the final buzz er the scor
7,
e
itim
Mar
s
Mas
:
read
Brid gew ater 4.
Shots on goal s; BSC 26, Mas s
Mar itim e 25
Pen altie s in min .: BSC 36,
Mas s Mar itim e 30
Goa ls by Peri od:
!st San born Bsc
Connolly MM
Car nav an MM
Pass iccu so BSC

2nd

Dom enic i MM

Hay es MM
_ Kell ey MM
:Jrd McK eon BSC
Flem ing MM
McK eon BSC
Dom enic i MM
. It is the feel ing of this staf f that
thIS gam e was an exce ptio n not an
exam ple of wha t is to com e for the
k
rest of the seas on. Good Luc
Bea rs!
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At Tilly

CHANUKAH PARTY TUESDAY, Dec. 5

Check at COMMENT

BSC Trip To Boston Symphony
Thurs. Dec. 7

Faculty -BOOK FAIR

NOSTALGIA WEEK COMING
Student .Art Show Mon.

Hockey Team Loses Opener

Special: Basketball

Smithsonian .Puppets i Coming

New Ed. Program at BSC

Spend a Summer in Spain

this week:

NOV. 30. 1972

BEGUN!!
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IT HAS; JUST

SEE PAGE 1

STUDENT REVOLUTION
DEAD??

The COMMENT

